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90% of regulatory sandbox

in Africa is authorized by

Central Banks

80% of regulatory sandbox

in Africa is related to digital

fnancial services (DFS) and

Fintech-ocused

85% of regulatory sandbox in

Arica is not policy-ocused

but rather to promote

fnancial innovation

▶ As the global world becomes more

digitalized, regulatory authorities are

being dynamic to match up to the latest

technologies in business. Regulatory

sandboxes have emerged as a way or

both regulators and businesses to test

new technological innovations to meet

the current and uture demands odiverse

business models under close and relaxed

supervision.

▶ Within the past fve years, the regulatory

sandbox has surged in the African region.

Both central banks and capital market

authorities are using the sandboxes to

promote new fnancial and security

market innovations. he Finech-related

sandboxes dominate in the African region

intending to promote fnancial inclusion

and test new use cases.

▶ While most regulatory sandboxes

in advanced economies are more

policy-ocused, this report ound that

sandboxes in Arica aremostly fnancial

inclusion and innovation test-oriented.

‘‘Regulatory
sandbox in the
Capital Market is
similarly gaining
attention like
in the FinTech
space

Executive Summary
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Map of FinTech Regulatory Sandbox in Africa
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Introduction

Over the past ew years, digital transormation and

disruptive innovations have increased signifcantly

in the Arican region. Giant technology frms are

leveraging sophisticated technological solutions

to bring digital fnancial services to the doorsteps

o governments, institutions, businesses, and

individuals. In terms o the fnancial market, Finech

plays a key role in providing fnancial-related services

to everyone. However, some o the innovations

fall apart from the existing regulations, raising

skepticism about their eectiveness and associated

opportunities. o balance the potential risks to

Finech frms and consumers, authorities have

adopted the regulatory sandbox approach, which

provides room or testing, evaluating, and regulating

these emerging technologies, predominantly where

present policy frameworks can be tested against

new technologies and business models.

he regulatory sandbox approach has gained

considerable traction worldwide and countries

like the United States and the United Kingdom

were the frst to introduce the concept. Currently,

World Bank Group research indicates that over

70 Finech-related sandboxes have been

‘‘
Currently, World Bank Group research indicates that over 70 FinTech-related

sandboxes have been ofcially announced globally. These sandboxes have been used

by regulators around theworld for several reasons, including tohelpassessandadapt

a jurisdiction’s regulatory framework and to signal the regulator’s (or government’s)

openness to innovation.

ofcially announced globally. hese sandboxes

have been used by regulators around the world or

several reasons, including to help assess and adapt a

jurisdiction’s regulatory framework and to signal the

regulator’s (or government’s) openness to innovation.

he World Bank data showed that the advanced

economies (AE) are the frst movers and leading in

creating sandboxes, whereas the emerging markets

and developing economies (EMDEs) have not been

far behind with 70% of the sandboxes currently.

In the African continent, central banks and

the Security and Exchange Commission are the

frontrunners in adopting regulatory sandboxes

as a means of helping regulators address the

development and use o emerging technologies

in both fnancial and non-fnancial services

like artifcial intelligence (AI) and blockchain

technologies, application programming interface

(API), interoperability, cross-border payments,

electronic money transfers transactions, drone

technologies, biometric verifcation in a wide range

of sectors. African countries, such as Ghana, Nigeria,

South Arica, and Uganda all have set up regulatory

sandboxes.
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Figure 1: Need for regulatory sandbox

Source: Agpaytech

Why a Regulatory
Sandbox?

Understand
emerging
technologies in the
marketplace

Shape regulatory
guidelines to
innovations

Promote competitive
innovation

‘‘The regulatory sandboxapproach has gained

considerable traction

worldwide and countries like

the United States and the

United Kingdomwere the frst

to introduce the concept.
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Evolution of Regulatory Sandbox

While banks and payment ecosystems have oten experimented with new products and services,

sandboxes only made their way into fnancial sector regulation in 2012 with the introduction o

Project Catalyst, launched by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) in the United

States, with the sole intention o promoting consumer-riendly innovation solutions. he term

“regulatory sandbox,” however, was popularized by the U.K.’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)

through its Project Innovate, which in 2016 frst promoted the sandbox idea to support and enable

the environment or Finechs. he UK Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) introduced the concept

o a regulatory sandbox in 2015. Since then, many countries have adopted sandboxes in dierent

sectors, such as Finech, health, transport, energy, and IC. here was an increased density o global

Finech-related sandboxes, particularly rom mid-2018 through 2020. While advanced economies

(AE) such as the United Kingdom and Singapore have arguably been the frst movers in this space.

Figure 2: Number of FinTech Sandboxes by Legal Jurisdiction

Source: WBG research
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Figure 3: Number of regulatory sandboxes

Source: Web compilation

Regulatory Sandbox Africa

he regulatory sandbox concept, initially developed in the United Kingdom, has gained signifcant

attention globally as a means to oster innovation in the fnancial and technology sectors. Arican

nations have not been let behind in embracing this regulatory approach, adapting it to suit their

unique challenges and opportunities. Regulatory sandboxes are controlled environments where

businesses, particularly fnancial institutions and Finech startups can test innovative products, services,

and business models without being subjected to the ull regulatory burden. he aim is to encourage

innovation,protectconsumers, andenhancethecompetitivenesso thefnancialandtechnologysectors.

Several Arican countries were early adopters o regulatory sandboxes, taking inspiration rom global

models. In 2017, the Capital Markets Authority (CMA) o Kenya established one o the frst sandboxes

in Arica. he CMA sandbox aimed to support Finech innovation in capital markets and securities.

he Central Bank o Nigeria (CBN) launched its sandbox in 2017, ocusing on Finech solutions that

improve fnancial inclusion and stability. he South Arican Reserve Bank (SARB) introduced its sandbox

in 2019, with an emphasis on Finech innovation, payment systems, and blockchain technologies.
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Figure 4: Regulatory sandbox launch in Africa

Source: Agpaytech
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Some countries in Arica have regulatory sandboxes operated by fnancial regulatory authorities used

in fnancial technologies (Finech) or designing new fnancial services (testing digital wallets, e-money

and digital ID technologies). oday, both fnancial and non-fnancial authorities have embraced the

regulatory sandbox as a means o providing a dynamic, evidence-based regulatory environment to test

emerging technologies.

Table 1: Major regulatory sandbox themes

Source: Agpaytech

Policy-focused
hese sandboxes are used to assess and monitor or test certain
regulations in new emergingmarkets such as e-riding, online renting,
e-commerce, and delivery systems in some parts o Arica.

Product-based
he sandbox tests a particular new product that wants to enter a
large and regulatedmarket. For instance, electric cars, online policing,
e-justice, buy now pay later, etc.

Thematic sandboxes

Such sandboxes are centered on specifc sectors that are new and
mostly yet tobeunregulated suchasdrone technology, openbanking,
central bankdigital currencies (CBDCs), e-commercedelivery services,
e-educational platorms, blogging, gaming betting and others.

Cross-border
The regulatory sandbox may be taken to test and evaluate cross-
border activities either in payment, trade, migration, or cooperation
in economic activities.

Institutional-based
Large organizations may test new products, policies, or technologi
cal applications within a department, niche market, or community
to assess the efciency beore announcing or submitting to central
authorities.

he question o whether innovation meets regulatory requirements has oered the opportunity or

regulators in Arica to implement a sandbox regime that allows entities to test their products, services,

or solutions in themarket under amore relaxed regulatory environment butwithin awell-defned space

and duration agreed with the regulators. Some Arican countries, such as Ghana, Nigeria, South Arica,

and Uganda, have set up regulatory sandboxes in the Finech sector. hese sandboxes enable Finech

and other innovative companies to develop and test their new oerings in a controlled environment.

Most sandboxes in Arica are related to Finech improvement and fnancial inclusion
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Table 2: Sandbox themes and country

Source: Agpaytech

Country &
themes

Financial
innovation

FinTech RegTech InsurT Health ID/
Securities

AI/
IOT

SEC

Kenya

Sierra Leone

Rwanda

Mauritius

SEC

SEC

Mozambique

South Arica IGWP

Zambia

Eswatini

Central Bank Other

Impact of the regulatory sandbox on the FinTech
industry

he main benefts rom the operation o innovation acilitators in the regulatory sandbox include

enhancing supervisory understanding o emerging technologies, which can inorm an adequate policy

response. he event provides a platorm or developers, innovators, and blockchain enthusiasts to

showcase their creativity by exploring themanypossibilities oCBDC technology and contributing to the

uture oGhana’s digital fnancial ecosystem. First, the sandbox allows the regulating body to get a deep

understanding of how open banking works in practice and what the interactions between the different

partieswill look like. hismarket intelligence is the premise o any openbanking regulation as regulators

need meaningful insights from the market before knowing what kind of framework to implement.

Ghana

Nigeria
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Second, deploying a regulatory sandbox is a great way to start engaging with the Finech community

and make sure that only the most developed solutions will be able to operate. For instance,

many regulators around the world have chosen to create an application orm or the regulatory

sandbox. By setting requirements to enter the sandbox, you are selecting the companies that have

the most potential and accompanying them until they are ready to deal with real fnancial data.

A regulatory sandbox will in most cases come with an administration dashboard from which you

will be able to control all API calls that are being made and collect data around them. Moreover, by

onboarding dierent market actors, you will let everyone experience open banking and its potential,

which is valuable given that you will want to collect everyone’s opinion and eedback beore

regulating. hat way, you are including all parties in the open banking ramework rom the start.

Regulatory Sanbox Design response to innovation
in the fnancial sector

Designing a Finech regulatory sandbox is a complex

process that involves careul planning, collaboration

between various stakeholders, and adherence to regulatory

guidelines. he sandbox ramework requires adaptability

and responsiveness to changing market conditions and

technological advancements. he oversight authorities need

todefneclear objectives or the sandboxand thendetermine

what they want to achieve, such as ostering innovation,

improving fnancial inclusion, or identiying regulatory

challenges. Another important actor is involving all relevant

stakeholders, including government agencies, regulators,

fnancial institutions, Finech startups, legal experts, and

consumer protection groups. Seek input and eedback

to ensure the sandbox’s eectiveness. Also, the regulators

need to ensure it aligns with existing fnancial regulations,

outlines the scope and duration of the sandbox, and sets

boundaries for experimentation. Create a transparent and

accessible application process or Finech companies.

Speciy eligibility criteria, the type o innovations accepted,

and the application submission process. he sandbox

needs to specify the responsibilities of participants for

ensuring the saety o consumer data and fnances. Among

all other things, it is paramount to review the perormance

o the sandbox against its objectives. Make necessary

adjustments to improve the program’s eectiveness.

‘‘The oversight authorities need
to defne clear objectives or the

sandbox and then determine

what they want to achieve, such

as fostering innovation, improving

fnancial inclusion, or identiying

regulatory challenges.
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Table 3: Regulatory sandbox design framework

Source: Agpaytech

Feature Defnition Examples

Rationale Articulate the objectives o the
sandbox

• Financial inclusion
• Policy

Eligibility State the criteria to participate • New Finechs, existing fnancial
institutions, area of specialization

Governance
mechanism

Responsible authority and
mention all the operating
guidelines, processes, and roles
of participants

• Central banks, Security and
Exchange Commission

Duration Announce the duration of the
test and application dates

• Cohort-based
• 12 months, 3 weeks

Test Limitations Provide the inclusion and
exclusion of the sandbox

• Number of clients/ transaction
• echnology to use,
• Verifcation requirements

Termination his is the outcome and other
benefts to participants

• Graduation, cash prize, honors
• Insight reports
• Real-lie implementation

Regulatory Sandbox by Country

Nigeria

he Central Bank o Nigeria (CBN) launched its regulatory sandbox ollowing the ramework

it published in January 2021. Startups have until February 1, 2023, to apply to be part o the frst

cohort o selected companies. he CBN’s goals are to engage with Finechs while promoting

fnancial inclusion and ensuring consumer protection. his will also enable the development o

the payments and banking space. In addition, the Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) o

Nigeria introduced “regulatory incubation” which entails the provision o basic requirements that

allow this set o potential operators (Finech Firms) to operate under some prescribed basic but

limited provisions or a specifed period. he arrangement enables the Commission to supervise

some new models o providing capital market services in limited orm beore they become ully
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established.hishasa lot oadvantagesandalignswith theCommission’s strategicgoals (2015-2025)

he SEC’s objective o regulating innovation aims to remove critical bottlenecks and constraints to

doing business in the country and make Nigeria a progressively easier place to do business and

thrive. hese requirements apply to Finech entrepreneurs seeking registration and whose unction

or operations have been reviewed and deemed to require an amendment to existing rules or the

creation of completely new ones.

Central Bank of Eswatini

he central bank o Eswatini (CBE) has created a Finech regulatory sandbox to allow or the live

testing o innovative fnancial products, services and business models in a controlled environment,

under the supervision o the relevant regulators. he sandbox allows new and existing Finech

startups, fnancial institutions and frms providing services to such businesses to test their products

with relaxed regulation. he sandbox will allow the CBE to engage constructively with Finechs

and fnancial institutions, to improve the capacity to regulate innovations and gain input to inorm

regulatory reorms. he CBE seeks to acilitate amore open and active dialogue between regulators,

Finechs and fnancial institutions in Eswatini.

Kenya

he Capital Markets Authority o Kenya (CMA) started admitting Finech applications to its

regulatory sandbox in March 2019. Once accepted, Finechs have a 12-month period to deploy and

conduct live tests o their innovative products, solutions, and services. Ater this phase, they are

either granted the license to operate in Kenya, the permission to operate but subject to compliance

with relevant legal requirements, or denied the permission to operate considering the regulatory

challenges identifed during testing. In addition, a collaboration between IC innovators and

the Communications Authority o Kenya has acilitated the development o the inormation and

communications sectors including broadcasting, cybersecurity, multimedia, telecommunications,

electronic commerce, postal and courier services.

• Innovative elecommunication Solutions: Introduction o newmethods o data transmission or

innovative mobile technologies and applications.

• Cybersecurity ools: Innovative sotware or hardware solutions aimed at protecting users and

businesses from cyber threats.

• Io (Internet o hings) Devices: New devices that connect to the internet and interact with other

devices, such as smart home systems or industrial Io solutions.

• E-health Solutions: echnologies like telemedicine platorms, wearable health monitoring

devices using licensed spectrum, or health record management systems.

• E-learning Platorms: Platorms that utilize advanced technologies like AI to oer personalized

learning experiences or innovative content delivery methods.
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• Drone echnologies: Applications such as delivery, surveillance, agricultural uses, or media

broadcasting.

• AI-driven Services: Platorms or tools that leverage artifcial intelligence or the IC

telecommunications sector..

• New Broadcasting echnologies: Innovations in how content is delivered to audiences, perhaps

with enhanced interactivity or in novel ormats.

• Smart City Solutions: Innovations related to urban planning, trafc management, waste

management, or other city-related unctions leveraging IC.

• Digital Identity Solutions: Systems or tools that provide secure digital identity verifcation or

various IC services

Rwanda

he National Bank o Rwanda (NBR) was one o the frst regulators to implement a regulatory

sandbox back in 2017. he new regulation governing the regulatory sandbox introduced in 2022

details all eligibility criteria, objectives and program plans in three dierent languages. Its primary

goals are to promote fnancial innovation, oster responsible practices that beneft end-consumers

and set appropriate safeguards to identify and manage potential risks.

Ghana

Bank o Ghana has established a regulatory and innovation sandbox as an important tool or

evolving a regulatory ramework supportive o responsible innovations and or nurturing new

business models. his ramework enables small-scale, live testing o innovative fnancial products,

services and business models by eligible fnancial service providers and startups (operating under a

special exemption, allowance, or other limited, time-bound exception) in a controlled environment

under the supervision o the Bank o Ghana. Innovators are permitted to temporarily test new ideas

without being subjected to the full set of regulatory requirements applicable outside the sandbox

while addressing users’ and the regulator’s respective concerns.

Besides, in 2020 the Security and Exchange Commission o Ghana published guidelines or a

framework for the issuance of regulatory sandbox licenses for the conduct of a capital market

activity or related services or which there is the absence or no adequate provisions under any laws

regulating the business or capital market activity.

Mauritius

he Bank o Mauritius together with the Board o Investments (now the Economic Development

Board) started granting Regulatory Sandbox Licenses in 2018. Applications received ranged rom

crowdunding, peer-to-peer lending, cryptocurrency and initial coin oering solutions. he license

is always granted for some time that does not exceed one year before the Bank of Mauritius or the

Financial Services Commission proposes a regulatory ramework to regulate the Finech company.
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Mozambique

he joint initiative Incubator Sandbox between the Bank o Mozambique and the Mozambique

Financial Sector Deepening entity in 2018 has the objective o developing the national fnancial

sectorwith a specifc ocus on expansion and inclusion. Its frst phasewas conductedwith previously

selected start-ups and the next ones were based on a competitive process.

Sierra Leone

he Bank o Sierra Leone (BSL) launched its Regulatory Sandbox Pilot Program in 2018 with the

initial cohort o 4 selected Finechs: InvestED, iCommit, MyPay andNoory. Each company o a cohort

has 12 months to test and evaluate the regulatory aspects o its respective technology and business

model. hemain objectives are to promote fnancial inclusion and oster innovation while ensuring

consumer protection through regulation.

Zambia

he Bank o Zambia (BoZ) launched its Central Bank Regulatory Sandbox in 2021 ater identiying

the need to develop regulations or Finech companies to oster innovation whilst managing the

risks these technologies may present. he main goal is to allow small-scale and live testing o

payment system innovations in a controlled environment. Anyone can apply to the sandbox, as

detailed in theGuidelines or ConductingRegulatory Sandbox by the bank. heRegulatory Sandbox

is a ramework set up by the Bank o Zambia to allow small-scale, live testing o payment system

innovations in a controlled environment operating under special time-bound exceptions under the

Bank’s supervision.

Zimbabwe

he Reserve Bank o Zimbabwe (RBZ) released its Finech Regulatory Sandbox Guidelines in 2021

ater witnessing a growing number o Finech start-ups willing to oer innovative fnancial services

and acing the need to regulate their operations just like other actors on the market. he objectives

o the sandbox are to promote sae and responsible innovation o fnancial products and services,

enable testing o Finech solutions in a live environment without putting the consumer at risk,

encourage collaboration between the traditional fnancial services sector and Finechs, promote

competition and efciency while protecting customers, monitor disruptive technologies and

regulate accordingly.

Angola

he National Bank o Angola (BNA) launched its regulatory sandbox in 2020 to allow Finech start-

ups to test their products and services in a real market environment as well as provide guidance

or uture regulations. he program lasts or 10months and hopes to address the fnancial inclusion

challenges in the country, where about 70%o the adult populationdoes not have access to banking

services daily.
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Egypt

he Central Bank o Egypt (CBE) launched its regulatory sandbox in 2019 and invited the frst cohort

o Finech start-ups and companies specializing in e-KYC solutions to apply. One cohort duration

is fxed at 6 months but can be extended to 12 i needed. As detailed in the Regulatory Sandbox

Framework, its objectives are to encourage the adoption o innovative services on themarket, reduce

time-to-market and costs, identiy risks and challenges to revise regulations, encourage Finech

investments and get a better understanding o disruptive products.

Uganda

As detailed in the National Payment Systems Regulatory Sandbox Framework, the Bank o Uganda

(BOU) launched its regulatory sandbox in 2021 to stay on top o innovation while promoting sae,

reliable and efcient payment systems. Moreover, it is seen as a tool to collect data that can be

used to drat guidelines, improve existing laws or regulations and issue new ones or disruptive

technologies to mitigate the risks.

Morocco

Bankal-Maghribhas launched its sandbox tobetterunderstandhowFinechsandtheir technologies

operate and to develop the national ecosystem. his has paved the way or other initiatives such as

the creation o a Finech Portal in 2022 by the AMMC (Autorité Marocaine du Marché des Capitaux)

to foster industry engagement and collaboration.

South Africa

Intergovernmental Finech Working Group (IFWG) launched its Regulatory Sandbox (RSB) in 2020

and called for applications again at the end of 2022 following the decision to take a new approach

and keep the sandbox open or the oreseeable uture. At the same time, they released a very

insightful report which includes statistics and feedback from the group

Digital Innovations and Sandboxes Regulation

hefnancialproductsandservices sector ishighly regulatedalmosteverywhere in theworldbecause

governmentswant tomake sure that their citizens’money is sae andprotected. Financial regulation

is critical to protecting customers, but it can also hamper innovation by raising the barriers to entry

into the sector so high that they keepnewplayers out. Due to the complex payment systems in some

countries in Arica, the idea o a regulatory sandbox to test CBDC use cases such as interoperability,

merchants’ transactions (C2B), government payments (G2P, P2G), data privacy, inbound remittance,

identiying illicit transactions, KYCmodels solutions, cross-border payments and other use eatures.
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Already, some countries in Arica have used the regulatory sandbox in a controlled environment that

allows entrepreneurs, regulators, and other players in the Finech industry to test out new fnancial

products or services without being too constrained by inappropriate regulations. CBDCs in Arica

shouldadopta similar regulatory sandbox ramework todiscover the innovative solutions thatCBDCs

can offer to the existing payment market. A key example is the Zambia Central Bank Regulatory

Sandbox. Moreover, this research has put orth a regulatory sandbox in Arica or reerence purposes.

Challenges to Regulatory Sandbox

Regulatory sandboxes can play a crucial role in promoting innovation and economic growth in

Arica. However, there are challenges in implementing regulatory sandboxes in many sectors o the

technological disruption. Addressing these challenges often requires close collaboration between

regulators, industry stakeholders, and other relevant parties to create a conducive environment

or testing and scaling innovative solutions. Regulatory sandboxes in Arica, like in many other

regions, ace a unique set o challenges due to the specifc economic, regulatory, and technological

conditions on the continent. Some o the key challenges o regulatory sandboxes in Arica include:

• Limited Regulatory Capacity: Many Arican countries may lack the necessary regulatory

inrastructure and expertise to eectively manage and oversee regulatory sandboxes. his can

result in difculties in crating appropriate rules and monitoring activities within the sandbox.

• Diverse Regulatory Environments: Arica is composed o multiple countries, each with its

regulatory ramework. Coordinating sandbox eorts across these diverse environments can be

complex, and harmonizing regulations can be challenging.

• echnological Inrastructure: Insufcient technological inrastructure and access to digital

services in some parts o Arica can hinder the development and testing o innovative Finech

and tech solutions within regulatory sandboxes.

• Data Privacy and Security: Data protection and privacy laws vary across Arican countries.

Protecting the personal data o participants in the sandbox while allowing innovation is a

balancing act that regulators must manage carefully.

• Funding and Resources: Allocating the necessary fnancial and human resources to administer

regulatory sandboxes can be challenging, particularly in countries with limited budgets. Many

startups and Finech companies in Arica ace challenges in accessing capital and investment,

which can impact their ability to participate in sandboxes and scale their innovations.

‘‘ Regulatory sandboxes in Africa, like inmany other
regions, face a unique set of challenges due to the
specifc economic, regulatory, and technological
conditions on the continent
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Impacts of a Regulatory Sandbox
in the African Financial Sector

A regulatory sandbox in the fnancial sector can have several impacts in Arican countries, as it

does in other parts o the world. A regulatory sandbox allows fnancial technology companies

and other innovators to test new fnancial products, services, and business models in a controlled

environment with limited regulatory requirements. he regulatory sandbox encourages innovation

by reducing the regulatory barriers that often discourage startups and entrepreneurs from entering

the fnancial sector. his can lead to the development o new and innovative fnancial products and

services that address the unique needs o Arican consumers. hus when Finechs are allowed to

test their innovation solutions, it can positively reach underserved and unbanked populations in

Arica, providing them with access to fnancial services that were previously unavailable.

However, it is important to note that regulatory sandboxes need to strike a balance between

encouraging innovation and ensuring consumer protection. Regulatory oversight is crucial to

prevent potential risks to consumers, the stability o the fnancial system, and issues like money

laundering and raud. hereore, the design and governance o regulatory sandboxes should be

careully considered to achieve these goals eectively.

‘‘
Regulatory oversight is crucial to prevent potential risks to

consumers, the stability o the fnancial system, and issues

likemoney laundering and raud. Thereore, the design and

governance of regulatory sandboxes should be carefully

considered to achieve these goals effectively.
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Conclusion

heevolutiono regulatory sandboxes inAricahasbeena testament to thecontinent’s commitment

to ostering innovation, fnancial inclusion, and economic growth. While challenges persist, Arican

countries havemade substantial progress in adapting the regulatory sandboxmodel to their unique

circumstances. With continued cooperation and an agile approach to regulation, the future looks

promising or the growth o innovative technologies and businesses in Arica. his evolution has the

potential to reshape the continent’s economic and technological landscape for the better.
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Appendix

Table 4 List of references for regulatory sandbox announcement in Africa

Country References/Link Responsible authority

Kenya https://www.ca.go.ke/index.php/regula-
tory-sandbox

Communications Authority o Kenya

Rwanda
https://www.bnr.rw/laws-and-regula-
tions/regulatory-digest-market-con-
sultation/regulatory-digest/regulato-
ry-sandbox-regulation/

National Bank of Rwanda

Mauritius

https://edbmauritius.org/wp-content/
uploads/2022/06/Consult-the-Guide-
lines-to-apply-or-a-Regulatory-Sand-
box-Licence-or-Finech-Projects.pd

Economic Development Board (EDB)

Ghana

SEC

https://sec.gov.gh/wp-content/uploads/
Final-Regulatory-Laws/Guidelines/Reg-
ulatory_Sandbox_Licensing_Guide-
lines.pdf

https://www.bog.gov.gh/wp-con-
tent/uploads/2023/02/PRESS-RE-
LEASE-BANK-OF-GHANA-REGULAO-
RY-SANDBOX-19th-August-2022.pd

2020

2023

Nigeria https://sandbox.cbn.gov.ng/ Central Bank of Nigeria

Mozambique
https://www.bancomoc.mz/en/media/
highlights/governor-o-the-banco-de-
mocambique-launches-the-4th-edi-
tion-o-the-regulatory-sandbox/

Banco de Moçambique

South Arica

https://www.resbank.co.za/content/
dam/sarb/publications/media-releas-
es/2022/Finech-iwg-sandbox-report/
IFWG%20First%20Regulatory%20
Sandbox%20Report%20October%20
2022.pdf

Intergovernmental Finech Working
Group

Zambia https://www.boz.zm/Guidelines_
or_Conducting_Regulatory_Sand-
box_20210401.pdf

Bank of Zambia

Eswatini https://www.centralbank.org.sz/
cbe-Finech-sandbox/

Central Bank of Eswatini
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